Several theories can explain the increasing size of research teams over time. One of these, the knowledge accumulation hypothesis --that reaching the knowledge frontier is progressively costly over time and results in increasing specialization and collaboration -- raises unique policy implications concerning poverty traps, research grant evaluation procedures, and incentives to enter research careers. However, this hypothesis is difficult to separately identify from other explanations for increasing team size that do not raise the same policy implications. We exploit the collapse of the USSR as an instrument because Soviet research was kept hidden from the outside world and then suddenly released. This created a shock to the knowledge frontier due to socio--political events exogenous to the research community. Furthermore, the degree of the shock varies across subfields since Soviet advances were greater in some subfields than others. Using 40 years of publication data in theoretical mathematics covering the period 1970--2010, we employ a difference--in--differences approach to compare the propensity of mathematicians working outside the USSR to collaborate in "Soviet--rich" versus "Soviet--poor" subfields before and after the knowledge frontier shock. Consistent with the theory, we find that team size --the number of coauthors on a paper --increases disproportionately in Soviet--rich subfields after 1990. Furthermore, consistent with the hypothesized mechanism, scholars in Soviet--rich subfields disproportionately increase their citations to Soviet prior art following the shock. Moreover, the knowledge accumulation effect is disproportionately realized through research teams that include a junior scholar, providing insight on the marginal effect of pushing out the frontier on the division of labour.
Introduction
Is the accumulation of knowledge increasing the returns to collaboration? Although there is compelling evidence that the returns to collaboration are indeed increasing over time, as evidenced by the steady rise in collaboration, and knowledge is undoubtedly accumulating with the forward march of science, there are several other plausible explanations for the rise in collaboration. It is important to determine whether knowledge accumulation actually increases the returns to collaboration since this explanation raises unique policy implications that are not appropriate in response to the other explanations. Our primary objective in this paper is to present evidence that is consistent with the knowledge accumulation explanation but not with the others. The set of plausible explanations are not mutually exclusive and we do not attempt to rule out the others. Several prior studies present evidence that team size in research has increased steadily over time (Adams et to research portfolio diversification, and 5) an outward shifting knowledge frontier. The capital intensity theory asserts that many fields, such as physics, experienced a rise in capital costs (e.g., particle accelerators), which increase the returns to collaboration due to the indivisibilities of research equipment (Stephan, 2012) . The communication cost theory is predicated on the decline in communication and file sharing costs as well as travel costs, increasing the returns to collaboration (Hesse et al, 1993; Agrawal and Goldfarb, 2008; Kim et al, 2009 ). The authorship culture explanation is that norms evolved such that contributors who in the past may have been listed in the acknowledgements are increasingly likely to be included as coauthors, especially in lab--based sciences where the lab head is listed last, the lead author first, and other contributors in between (Stephan, 2012) . The diversification explanation asserts that as the publication requirements for promotion and tenure increase, there are increasing returns to mitigating publication risk by diversifying one's research portfolio (Stephan, 2012) .
The knowledge accumulation theory asserts that successive generations of innovators face an increasing education burden due to the constantly advancing knowledge frontier, which requires innovators to specialize more and thus necessitates working more collaboratively (Jones, 2009 ). This alters the organization of innovative activity towards more teamwork.
Jones provides descriptive statistics consistent with this theory. For example, he shows that over time: 1) the number of co--authors on academic publications increases, 2) Nobel laureates are older when they perform their great achievement, 3) the number of co--inventors per patent increases, 4) the age at first innovation increases, and 5) the probability of switching fields decreases. However, these statistics are also consistent with other explanations, such as increasing capital costs and declining communication costs.
While these explanations need not be mutually exclusive, it is instructive to know whether the outward shifting knowledge frontier does in fact influence the propensity to collaborate since this would raise certain unique policy implications. For example, Jones (2011) presents a model in which the "knowledge burden" leads to a poverty trap. As the knowledge frontier shifts outwards, individuals compensate by specializing and thus the returns to collaborating increase. However, in economies where the market for complementary skills is thin, individuals are less likely to invest in the human capital necessary to reach the frontier.
This results in an increasingly thin market for specialized skills (i.e., a trap).
One policy prescription from this theory is to subsidize skills development in a concentrated area (e.g., infectious diseases) in order to address the complementary skills shortage for a finite period of time until the private returns to acquiring specialized skills are sufficient for the labour market to sustain the cycle without further intervention. This policy initiative is not appropriate if knowledge accumulation does not increase the returns to collaboration and the observed rise in team size is actually due to other factors in the economy, such as rising capital costs and/or falling communication costs.
In a separate paper, Jones proposes policies involving changes to the way in which ideas are evaluated (Jones, 2011 frontier and an increase in the propensity to collaborate, separately from other explanations for increasing collaboration, is important since the knowledge frontier theory has some unique policy implications. However, identification is difficult since many unobservables may be (and likely are) correlated with both collaborative behaviour and time. In order to provide more compelling (albeit not definitive) evidence that an increasing knowledge burden leads to a growing propensity to collaborate, we need an instrument that is correlated with a shift in the knowledge frontier but not with collaboration except indirectly through its effect on the frontier. The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 provides such an instrument. Although the USSR was a world leader in certain areas of science, including various subfields of mathematics, Communist government officials forced their researchers to work in isolation from the rest of the world. For example, with few exceptions scholars were strictly prohibited from traveling, publishing outside of the Soviet Union, and accessing foreign publications without case--by--case government approval. Thus, when the Iron Curtain fell and Soviet science became widely available, the knowledge frontier outside the USSR experienced a shock. Furthermore, the degree of the knowledge shock across subfields of mathematics varied since Soviet researchers had made significant advances relative to the rest of the world in some subfields but not others. We focus on theoretical mathematics. Borjas and Doran (2012) show that the Soviet mathematics community was very advanced relative to the West in some subfields of theoretical mathematics, such as "partial differential equations" and "operator theory," and much less so in others, such as "abstract harmonic analysis" and "sequences, series, summability." We exploit this variation in the degree of knowledge shock across subfields using a difference--in--differences type of analysis. Specifically, we compare the propensity of mathematicians working outside the USSR to collaborate in "Soviet--rich" versus "Soviet--poor" subfields before and after the shock. We do this using 40 years of publication data in theoretical mathematics covering the period 1970--2010, 20 years before and after the collapse of the Soviet Union. We categorize papers using the internationally recognized Mathematics Subject
Classification codes developed and assigned by the Mathematical Reviews division of the American Mathematical Society. We follow the Soviet--rich versus Soviet-poor subfield classification developed by Borjas and Doran (2012) , which is based on the fraction of publications produced by Soviet researchers during the period 1984--1989. We then focus our attention on mathematicians working outside the USSR and drop observations that involve collaboration with Soviet researchers. We find that team size --the number of coauthors on a paper --increases after the fall of the Iron Curtain, in both Soviet--rich and --poor subfields. However, consistent with the theory, team size grows disproportionately more in Soviet--rich subfields after the shock. These results are robust to various definitions of Soviet--rich versus --poor subfields. Furthermore, we show that the disproportionate increase in team size in Soviet--rich fields does not begin until shortly after 1990 and then grows over the following 15 years; we find no evidence of a pre--trend.
Moreover, we find that authors in Soviet--rich fields disproportionately increase their propensity to draw upon Soviet knowledge after 1990, providing further evidence consistent with the knowledge accumulation explanation. We then turn our attention to team composition. We report evidence suggesting that junior scholars seem to play an important role in realizing the knowledge frontier effect. The effect is amplified when at least one member of the research team is in the youngest 10 percentile of the age distribution for that subfield--year. We speculate that collaborating with newly trained scholars is an efficient way for research teams to assimilate new knowledge since researchers in training mode can learn new concepts at a lower cost. We also find that the effect is muted when at least one member of the research team is in the oldest 10 percentile of the age distribution for that subfield--year. Perhaps more experienced scholars have greater absorptive capacity and thus are more easily able to assimilate new knowledge themselves and thus receive less benefit from collaboration. Furthermore, consistent with this interpretation, we find that the effect is also muted for teams that include at least one star (a researcher in the 90 th percentile with respect to productivity as measured by papers per year). These results begin to shed light on the margins that are most responsive to knowledge accumulation and how this relates to the division of labor. The remainder of the paper is structure as follows. In Section 2 we provide historical context for our instrument, explaining how knowledge was developed in the Soviet Union and yet kept secret from Western mathematicians, creating the conditions for the 1990 shock to the frontier. In Section 3 we describe our differences--in--differences empirical strategy where we compare the propensity to collaborate in Soviet--rich versus -poor subfields before and after the knowledge shock. In Section 4 we describe the mathematics publication data we use to construct our sample as well as the method we employ for classifying subfields as Soviet--rich or -poor. We present our results in Section 5 and then our conclusions in Section 6.
2.
The "Treatment" Our empirical strategy relies on the assertion that the collapse of the Soviet Union around 1990 caused an outward shift in the knowledge frontier in mathematics and that it did so more for some subfields than others. We rely on three observations to substantiate this assertion: 1) the Soviet Union's effect on the knowledge frontier in mathematics was significant, 2) the Soviet Union's effect on the knowledge frontier was greater in some subfields than others, and 3) the knowledge produced in the Soviet Union was kept secret from the outside world such that its effect on the frontier came reasonably suddenly in the years following 1990. We offer historical context for each of these three points below. The first observation is that the Soviet Union's contribution to knowledge in the field of mathematics was meaningful and significant. The nation was and continues to be a world-- Graham (1993) notes that although Soviet mathematics was strong across the entire spectrum of theoretical and applied mathematics, they seemed to have made the greatest advancements, relative to the rest of the world, in pure theory.
One explanation for this is politics. Soviet policies were strict about secrecy and focused on maintaining control over technological development. It was easier for Soviet mathematicians to build on their progress in pure theory than in areas where technology implementation was more immediate. Many advances in applied mathematics were stalled for political reasons 1 (Graham, 1993) . Differences in subfields were further amplified due to path dependency (Borjas and Doran, 2012); subfields that attracted bright minds early on were more likely to subsequently attract more bright minds due to mentorship opportunities. The importance of mentorship is well known in Science (Merton, 1973) and was likely particularly salient in this setting due to restrictions on travel and access to foreign journals. For example, the success of Moscow mathematics can be traced back to Ergorov and his student N. N. Luzin (Tikhomirov, 2007) . Luzin, whose famous work was mainly focused on the theory of functions, mentored subsequent generations of eminent Soviet mathematicians like A. N. Kolmogorov, who "was probably the best--known Soviet researcher on probability" (Graham, 1993) . On the other hand, little outstanding mentorship was available to practitioners of some other subfields of theoretical mathematics, like algebraic geometry (Borjas and Doran, 2012) . The third observation is that the knowledge produced in the Soviet Union was kept secret from the outside world such that its effect on the frontier came reasonably suddenly in the years following 1990. Soviet researchers were prevented from publishing their findings, traveling to conferences, communicating or collaborating with non--Soviets, and even accessing non--Soviet references. The Communist government kept very strict control on international travel, regardless of the reason for travel. Academics who wished to attend foreign conferences had to go through a stringent 2 and lengthy approval process and even then most approvals were only granted for travel in Eastern Europe (Ganguli, 2011) .
Obtaining academic publications from outside the USSR was equally painful. Scientists had to place requests with the government for select publications. The Communist party would approve or deny the request based on political criteria that were frequently unrelated to academic considerations, such as suspicions of negative connections with internal political beliefs. Even when an external publication was approved, the government handled the translation process (Polyak, 2001 ). Attempts to publish or communicate with academics outside the Soviet Union were also subject to similarly harsh scrutiny (Polyak, 2001; Borjas and Doran, 2012) . Although these restrictions applied to all countries outside the USSR, the Soviet Union was particularly adamant in severing communication with Western countries. This was particularly isolating since the other leading mathematical research was located in the Western world. Specifically, the US accounted for 51% of total research in mathematics in the 1980s, followed by France with 10% and West Germany with 6.5% (Dubois et al, 2011 ).
Not only did Soviet knowledge in mathematics take shape with very limited influence from and awareness of related undertakings outside the USSR, but it also remained in relative secrecy until the collapse of the Soviet Union. First, the USSR government kept much of Soviet science secret (Graham and Dezhina, 2008) . Second, what escaped the secrecy filter was subject to the natural barrier imposed by the Russian language. Graham and Dezhina (2008) note "the Russian language was known by few researchers outside the Soviet Union, and consequently the achievements of Soviet researchers were more frequently overlooked than those presented in more accessible languages."
Furthermore, mathematics is an area where scholars rely heavily on face--to--face interaction. Walsh and Bayma (1996) report that of all science disciplines, mathematicians need 
Estimation Strategy
We employ a difference--in--differences estimation strategy. We use this approach to compare collaboration rates in subfields where the knowledge frontier was most affected by Soviet knowledge ("treated") with subfields least affected ("control"), both before and after the fall of the Iron Curtain. In other words, we can see this as examining the difference between treated and control subfields in two periods, before and after the treatment. This helps us attempt to distinguish between the rise in team size directly attributable to the shift in the knowledge frontier and unobserved differences between treated and control subfields. The objective of our empirical analysis is to estimate the effect of the knowledge shock on collaboration, which we measure as a count of the number of unique authors on a publication. Thus, we estimate the following linear regression model using the academic paper as our unit of analysis: We are primarily interested in the estimated coefficient on the interaction between !"#$%&'$(ℎ ! and !"#$%&%'()*%#+,( ! , which equals 1 for publications in treated subfields that were published after the knowledge shock and equals 0 for all others. We interpret a positive estimated value of this coefficient as implying that the average team size of Soviet--rich subfields increased disproportionately, relative to Soviet--poor subfields, after the knowledge shock, consistent with the knowledge frontier theory.
Data
We follow three main steps in the collection and preparation of our data set. First, we extract publication data, then we rank subfields in mathematics with respect to the relative contribution by Soviets, and finally we process the data for analysis. We describe each step in turn.
Data Collection
We collect data on every publication in theoretical mathematics published during the We collect these data from the American Mathematical Society (AMS). The Mathematical Reviews (MR) division of AMS maintains a comprehensive bibliographic database of worldwide academic publications in mathematics. The MR database includes all mathematics--related journal publications covering the three main categories of mathematics:
mathematical foundations (including history and biography), pure or theoretical mathematics, and applied mathematics. 3 Our focus is on theoretical mathematics, which includes analysis, algebra, and geometry ( Figure 1 ).
Classification
Our empirical strategy relies on exploiting variation in the degree to which the knowledge frontier is shifted outwards as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Specifically, we distinguish between subfields of theoretical mathematics where the Soviets were particularly strong in the years prior to the collapse versus subfields where they were not.
We credit Borjas and Doran (2012) for their insight on how to assemble these data to estimate this variation.
We rely on the careful and exhaustive work of the Mathematical Reviews division. They painstakingly classify each paper in mathematics using Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) codes. The MSC schema is internationally recognized and facilitates targeted searches on research subjects across all subfields of mathematics. The MR team assigns precisely one primary MSC code to each academic publication uploaded to the MR database. There are a total of 40 active primary MSC codes (14 algebra, 19 analysis, 7 geometry) that comprise the theoretical mathematics group.
We drop the six subfields that do not exist throughout the 40--year duration of our study period as well as one subfield for which we are not able to obtain the full data, leaving us with 33 subfields within theoretical mathematics. Next, we adopt Borjas and Doran's (2012) ranking of the remaining 33 subfields, which is based on the degree to which Soviets contributed to a particular subfield. and their rank in Figure 1 . In addition to using Borjas and Doran's rank, we also construct our own. Ours differs from theirs on three dimensions. First, they define a publication as Soviet based on author affiliation data, whereas we define a publication as Soviet based on author name data. 4 Second, they calculate their rank based on the Soviet to US publication ratio whereas we calculate our rank based on the Soviet to rest of world ratio since we are focused on the overall effect on the knowledge frontier. This seems to make little difference since the US had the 4 We identify Soviet last names based on conversations with experts and documented rules regarding Soviet surname endings. We then test and calibrate our algorithm by manually looking up and verifying if academics identified as having Soviet last names are indeed Soviets.
largest share of contributions in mathematics, accounting for 51% of total publications between 1970 and 1989 (Dubois et al, 2011) . Finally, they determine their rank based on ratios calculated using data six years of data (1984--89) whereas we determine our rank based on ratios calculated using twenty years of data (1970--89). In the end, the ratios are reasonably similar; our ranking classifies the 33 subfields within the same top/middle/bottom groups as theirs. We use the Borjas and Doran (2012) ranking throughout the paper and show that the main results are also robust to our alternate ranking.
Data Processing
We drop all Soviet publications from the sample. We define Soviet publications as those with at least one Soviet author. We do this to avoid potential confounding effects. After 1990, not only was Soviet knowledge set free to contribute to global advancements in mathematics, but collaboration restrictions were also lifted for Soviet mathematicians. By excluding publications with at least one Soviet author, we account for the possibility of increased co--authorship rates due to removing the constraint previously preventing collaborating with Soviets.
After dropping Soviet publications, our sample includes 563,462 publications spanning the 40--year period. In most of our reported results we focus on a comparison between the three top (Soviet--rich) and bottom (Soviet--poor) ranked subfields, which represent 133,497
publications. However, we show the results are robust to alternative definitions of Soviet--rich:
1) top five ranking subfields, 2) top quartile ranking subfields, and 3) top half ranking subfields and we confirm robustness of all main results to the full sample.
Results

Descriptive Statistics
We calculate the mean team size before and after the collapse of the Soviet Union. For the "treated" subfields (Soviet--rich) the mean team size for the 20--year period before 1990 is 1.34 compared to 1.78 for the 20--year period after. By comparison, for the "control" subfields (Soviet--poor) the mean team size is 1.26 before compared to 1.55 after. These differences in means suggest a disproportionate increase in team size for Soviet--rich subfields after the collapse of the Soviet Union ( Figure 2 ).
Specifically, the mean team size for Soviet--rich subfields was just 6% higher than for Soviet--poor before 1990, but 15% higher after. This finding is consistent with the knowledge frontier effect. However, there may be systematic differences between Soviet--rich and --poor subfields that are not accounted for when comparing these simple means. Therefore, we turn to multivariate analysis and our difference--in--differences estimation to study the relationship further.
Main result: Disproportionate increase in team size in Soviet--rich subfields after 1990
We report the estimated coefficients of Equation 1 in Table 2 . We present our main specification in column 1. The key result is the estimated coefficient on the interaction term AfterIronCurtain*SovietRich, which is positive and statistically significant. This implies that the difference in average team size between papers in Soviet--rich versus --poor subfields is greater after the shock than before.
We do not present estimates of the main effects of AfterIronCurtain or SovietRich because these terms are dropped from the estimating equation due to the year and subfield fixed effects. Also, we cluster our standard errors by Soviet rich/poor and before/after 1990.
We cluster to address the possibility that shocks experienced in Soviet--rich/poor fields (or before/after) are correlated, for example because, within Soviet--rich/poor subfields, the number of publications in a given year is limited by journal space. As suggested by Donald and However, perhaps team sizes in Soviet--rich subfields increased faster over time than in Soviet--poor subfields for some reason other than the knowledge frontier effect? Although we can think of no plausible explanation for such a difference, if there is one then it could generate our result since the average difference in team sizes in Soviet--rich versus -poor subfields would be larger in the latter 20--year period than the former. To check for such a possibility, we examine the timing of the relationship between the collapse of the Soviet Union and changes in the relative team size in Soviet--rich subfields. Specifically, we run a similar regression to the one shown in Table 2 In considering this temporal evidence, one might be worried that some factor other than the sudden outward shift in the knowledge frontier might be responsible for generating the estimated coefficient on the interaction. For example, Agrawal and Goldfarb (2008) document the diffusion of Bitnet, an early version of the internet, throughout the 1980s and illustrate how that was related to increased collaboration among researchers. One might worry that the effect of lowered collaboration costs, although spread out over many years and during a slightly earlier period than the 1989--1991 events in the Soviet Union, could explain the result.
However, to do so one would have to explain why lowered communication costs systematically affected Soviet--rich subfields more than Soviet--poor. We are not aware of any such explanation.
Disproportionate increase in Soviet--rich propensity to cite Soviet prior art after 1990
Next we provide further evidence that is consistent with the mechanism underlying the assertion that the collapse of the Soviet Union did in fact generate a knowledge shock. To do so, we turn our attention to citation data. The intuition is that if the lifting of publication restrictions did indeed shift the knowledge frontier outwards, and more so in Soviet--rich fields, then this should be observable through researchers in Soviet--rich subfields disproportionately increasing their propensity to cite Soviet prior art after 1990.
To accomplish this we collect data on references for a subsample of our data.
Specifically, we collect backward citation data for papers from the five top and five bottom subfields that are published in one of the top 30 journals of mathematics (as measured by impacts factor and h--index). We further restrict the data to a window of three years before and after the collapse of the Soviet Union (1998--1993) for tractability (this data collection process is manual). We extract 1,214 publications that meet these criteria and are authored by non--Soviet scholars.
Next, we search for these publications in the Web of Knowledge reference database maintained by Thompson Reuters. We find full text information on 917 papers for which we extract the list of references. We count references to Soviet prior art and calculate the percentage of Soviet references relative to the total number of references. We define a citation (prior art) as Soviet if at least one of the authors has a Soviet last name as identified by our name algorithm. We check the robustness of our finding by using an alternative definition where we define a citation as Soviet if it is published in a Soviet journal. We use these data to estimate a difference--in--differences linear regression, similar to the one estimated in Section 5.2 above, but this time employing a measure of citations to Soviet prior art as the dependent variable:
We report our estimated coefficients in Table 3 and our main specification in column 1. In this case we define !"#$%&'(& !" as a count of the number of references to Soviet citations (defined by name) by academic paper i published in year t. The estimated coefficient on the interaction SovietRich*AfterIronCurtain is positive and significant, implying that researchers publishing in Soviet--rich fields disproportionately increase their propensity to cite Soviet prior art after 1990, relative to those publishing in Soviet--poor fields.
Next, we show that this result is robust to multiple definitions of "Soviet prior art." In column 2 we define the dependent variable as the percentage of total references to papers that have at least one Soviet author identified using our last name algorithm. In column 3 we define the dependent variable as a count of references to papers published in Soviet journals and in column 4 as the percentage of papers published in Soviet journals relative to the total number of references. In all three cases, the main result persists.
From individual to collaborative research
Our findings could reflect the propensity for researchers that were already likely to be collaborative to simply form larger research teams after the knowledge frontier shift (intensive margin). However, our estimated coefficient may also be picking up a tendency of researchers publishing in Soviet--rich subfields to disproportionately, relative to Soviet--poor, shift from individual to collaborative research after 1990 (extensive margin). To examine this issue we estimate the same differences--in--differences equation as in Section 5.2 above, except use
Collaboration as the dependent variable. Collaboration is a dummy variable that takes a value
of 1 for papers with more than one author and zero otherwise.
We report the main result in Table 4 , column 1. The estimated coefficient on the interaction term AfterIronCurtain*SovietRich, which is positive and significant, indicates that the likelihood of papers being coauthored (as opposed to single authored) is disproportionately higher after 1990 for those in Soviet--rich relative to --poor subfields. This result is based on our main sample where we define Soviet--rich (--poor) as the three top (bottom) ranked subfields.
We check the robustness of this result to alternative definitions of Soviet--rich: 1) top 5 subfields (Table 4 , column 2), 2) top 25% of subfields (column 3), and 3) top 50% of subfields (column 4).
In each case, the main result persists. Our analysis of whether there is a disproportionate increase in Soviet--rich team size on the intensive margin is inconclusive.
The Frontier Effect is Disproportionately Realized through Teams with Junior Scholars
We now turn our attention to how the knowledge frontier effect relates to team composition. We begin by examining the age of collaborators. To examine this issue we construct a dummy variable, Age, that indicates whether at least one coauthor on a project is in the youngest decile of the age distribution for that subfield--year. To do this we calculate the age of each author on a paper by taking the difference between the year of the focal publication and the year of that author's first publication in the same subfield. We estimate a triple difference, interacting the Age indicator variable with the indicators for Soviet--rich and post--Soviet (AfterIronCurtain*SovietRich*Age). We report the result in Table  6 (column 1); it indicates that Soviet--rich teams that include a junior scholar are likely to be disproportionately larger after 1990 relative to Soviet--rich teams that do not include a junior scholar. The result holds when we define Age as an indicator that equals one when at least one coauthor on a project is in the youngest quartile of the age distribution for that subfield--year (column 2). Finally, we show that the sign of the estimated coefficient on the three way interaction flips when we define Age as an indicator that equals one when at least one coauthor on a project is in the oldest decile (column 3) or quartile (column 4) of the age distribution for that subfield--year. There are at least two non--mutually exclusive explanations for this result. First, it could be that collaborating with newly trained scholars is an efficient way for research teams to assimilate new knowledge since researchers in training mode can learn new concepts at a lower cost. Or, it could be that more experienced scholars have greater absorptive capacity and thus are more easily able to assimilate new knowledge themselves and thus receive less benefit from collaboration. The latter explanation receives additional report from our next result. Waldinger 2012) we examine whether teams that include a star are more or less likely to be influenced by the knowledge frontier effect. Following from the argument raised in the prior section, it could be the case that star researchers have high absorptive capacity and are thus able to assimilate new knowledge at low cost and therefore derive less benefit than others from increased collaboration. On the other hand, star researchers may have more resources than others and therefore be more easily able to collaborate (since collaboration is costly)
The Frontier Effect is Disproportionately Weak for Teams with Stars
when the returns to doing so increase. So, the direction in which stars influence the frontier effect on team size is an empirical question and thus we take it to the data.
In doing so we construct a dummy variable, Star. To do this we calculate the age of each author as in the prior section. We similarly calculate the stock of publications for each author by counting the number of publications in the focal subfield on which that individual is an author between 1970 and the focal year. We calculate each individual's productivity as their stock divided by their age. For example, an individual with a stock of 20 papers that has a research age of 10 years has a productivity value of 2 (20/10). We set the indicator variable, Star, equal to one for a paper if at least one author on the paper has a productivity value in the 90 th percentile of the productivity distribution for that subfield--year.
We estimate a triple difference, interacting the Star indicator variable with the post--Soviet and Soviet--rich variables (AfterIronCurtain*SovietRich*Star). We report the result in Table 7 (column 1); it indicates that Soviet--rich teams that include a star researcher are likely to be disproportionately smaller after 1990 relative to Soviet--rich teams that do not include a star.
The result holds when we define Star as an indicator that equals one when at least one coauthor on a project is in the 75 th percentile of the productivity distribution for that subfield--year (column 2). This result implies that teams with stars experience a lower return to increasing their team size as a result of the outward shift in the knowledge frontier, perhaps since stars are better able to assimilate new knowledge themselves and thus benefit less from further collaboration.
Discussion and Conclusion
We find evidence that an outward shift in the knowledge frontier is associated with a subsequent increase in research team size. Importantly, we present evidence that is consistent with the knowledge frontier explanation but not so for other explanations. In other words, although this evidence is not intended to (and does not) rule out other explanations, as they are not mutually exclusive, it does suggest that the knowledge frontier explanation accounts for at least some of the increase in team size that is widely documented.
In the case of mathematics, a back--of--the--envelope calculation indicates that the knowledge frontier effect accounts for 24% of the increase in team size. We calculate this as follows: team size in Soviet--rich fields increased by 33% from 1.34 to 1.78 in the before versus after period. We estimate that the Soviet--rich fields experience an 8% disproportionate increase (relative to Soviet--poor) during this period ( Table 2 , column 1). This represents 24% of the overall percentage increase. This is a rough calculation for many reasons not the least of which is that we assume that none of the increase in Soviet--poor subfields is due to an outward shift in the knowledge frontier, which is obviously an incorrect assumption since those fields experienced a normal flow of publications representing new knowledge throughout our forty year study period. However, since the calculation is also rough on many other dimensions we resist referring to our 24% estimate as a lower bound.
An important caveat is that we must exercise caution in generalizing the magnitude of our results in mathematics to other disciplines. Adams et al (2005) show that mathematics is somewhat of an outlier on at least two dimensions relative to other disciplines. We also find evidence that the knowledge frontier effect is related to the composition of research teams. The effect is realized strongly through teams that include a junior researcher on their team and is muted on teams that include a senior or star researcher. These results We must also exercise caution in extrapolating a general frontier effect from the effect of a shock. There exists a significant literature on the accumulation of knowledge. An underlying assumption of our interpretation of our estimates is that the team size response to a shock is similar to that for a gradual outward shift in the knowledge frontier. However, that may not be the case. Researchers may be able to absorb gradual increases in the knowledge frontier in a manner that does not generate as high returns to collaboration as those resulting from a sudden shock that may be more costly for researchers to internalize.
We began this paper by pointing out that unique policy implications associated with the frontier effect is one motivation for identifying the existence of the effect. In a series of papers (), Jones presents a variety of interventions that are potentially welfare enhancing in the presence of a frontier effect. These include subsidies and rewards to incentivize entry into careers in research, team--based evaluation of grant applications, and national or regional subsidies and specialization to prevent poverty traps due to underinvestment in human capital due to coordination failures arising from thin markets for complementary skills. While the evidence presented here has many limitations and caveats, it points to the possibility that the frontier effect is indeed non--trivial and worthy of further research. Notes: This figure is based on 40 years of publication data for the three top and three bottom ranked subfields of theoretical mathematics. We plot the average team size for Soviet--rich and Soviet--poor subfields, before and after 1990. The unit of analysis is the publication.
Mathematics
General/Foundation
All models are OLS with robust standard errors, clustered around treated/not and before/after *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1% The unit of analysis is the publication. The sample includes the top/bottom three subfields drawn from the top 30 journals three years before and after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
All models are OLS with robust standard errors, cluster around treated/not and before/after *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1% All models OLS with robust standard errors, clustered around Soviet rich/poor and before/after *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1% All models are OLS with robust standard errors, clustered around Soviet rich/poor and before/after Top and bottom 3 ranking subfields of theoretical mathematics *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1% All models are OLS with robust standard errors, clustered around Soviet rich/poor and before/after Top and bottom 3 ranking subfields of theoretical mathematics *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1%
Appendix Table 1 -Robustness check for Table 2 Dependent All models are OLS with robust standard errors, clustered around Soviet rich/poor and before/after
Here we use our own ranking scheme rather than Borjas and Doran (2012); our scheme uses worldwide publications from 1970--1989 rather than US publications from 1984--1989 but relies on identifying Soviet publications by name rather than affiliation data *significant at 10%, **significant at 5%, ***significant at 1%
